June 5, 2013
Mr. Armand Perez, Region Supervisor
New Jersey Dept. of Environmental Protection
Bureau of Coastal and Land Use
Compliance and Enforcement
Highlands Region, 908-879-3769
Armand.Perez@dep.state.nj.us
RE: Potential NJDEP Permit Violations from Construction Activity Associated with Tennessee
Gas Pipeline Company’s Northeast Upgrade Project
Dear Mr. Perez:
Delaware Riverkeeper Network (DRN) is writing the Department to notify enforcement personnel to
existing potential construction issues that include what we understand to be: inadequate, missing, or
broken/impaired Erosion and Sediment Controls and BMPs, discharge of sediments to surrounding
waterbodies located outside of the ROW, potential dewatering of wetlands from trenching activities,
and the potential for discharge of sediment to waterbodies during future rain events due to
inadequate BMPs for special protection waters that are in place. Observations and photodocumentation are included in this correspondence for field visits made by Delaware Riverkeeper
Network’s environmental science staff on May 22, 23 and 28, 2013 of construction practices along
TGP Loop 321 located in Sussex County, NJ.
Mountain Road Montague, NJ access road 30.01 does not have the approved rock construction
entrance of riprap stone, minimum two inches in diameter as per Section 4.3.1 of the Environmental
Construction Plan (ECP). Instead, crusher dust was used which is inefficient for removing sediment
from the tires of construction vehicles. Delaware Riverkeeper Network observed sediment flowing off
of the construction right of way down Access Road 30.01 and onto Mountain Road. On May 23rd,
2013 after a moderate rain event of less than 0.4 inches (NOAA), construction workers were leaving
for the day at 3:00 pm and pulled a temporary compost sock across the right of way. The compost
sock was not properly placed across the Access Road 30.01 and was ineffective at keeping runoff from
carrying sediment off the construction site and onto Mountain Road. At the end of another rain
event on May 28th, 2013, DRN observed the same compost sock was put back in place. The sock was
moderately damaged with compost missing and holes allowing sediment to flow onto the public road,
Access Road 30.01, an infraction of 4.2 of the ECP. DRN observed that construction workers doubled
up on the existing compost sock with another compost sock, which still did not adequately block the

runoff allowing runoff to flow under the compost socks and onto the public road during this event or
remove the potential of further sediment problems at this location. Photos below show the condition
of the compost sock on Mountain Road, Access Road 30.01.

Inadequate/non-functioning compost filter sock used for perimeter control, Access Road 30.01. Sediment
leaving construction site during rain event.
On May 28th, 2013 while checking the pipeline crossing on New Road, sediment laden water
was observed flowing under E&S controls installed at the edge of the public road down the road
towards an unnamed tributary of Shimer Brook. Monitoring was carried out after precipitation had
stopped but it appears that sediment may have reached the stream on the west side of New Road.

Maintenance and removal of sediment behind perimeter fencing likely needed along New Road.
Note sediment staining on perimeter fencing near top of fencing.
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5.28.13 Sediment leaving construction ROW off New Road
On May 28th, after a moderate day-long rain event of approximately 0.5 inches, sediment was
observed on Ridge Road after construction personnel left for the day. Rock construction entrance
and the shoulders of Ridge Road were filled with mud contributing to the flow of runoff carrying
sediment onto Ridge Road. This activity is centered under the road bore and the dewatering of the
pits. Best management practices are not being effectively utilized at this location causing sediment to
be tracked onto Ridge Road.
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5.28.13 – sediment being tracked onto Ridge Rd., and muddy riprap entrance

5.28.13 - Sagging perimeter fencing needing maintenance and better installation and mud
tracked on road.
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On May 23rd and 28th DRN observed a sediment discharge into Big Flat Brook, S005 and
associated wetland W015. W015 was lacking resource signage at this location and only identified by
a stake at the location. There was discharge coming from several locations that appeared to be
leeching out of the disturbed area used for staging and access to ROW between S005/W015 and
Sawmill Road, to the stream just downstream from the timber bridge crossing over S005. The fabric
filter (skirt) was not properly installed allowing gaps under the bridge and was leaking in multiple
locations at the stream crossing and contributing to increased sediment in S005/W015. The green
compost socks placed at the entrance of the bridge at the end of the day were also inefficient, riddled
with holes and filled with pine needles instead of the required compost materials. E&S controls
including; silt fencing, hay bales and compost socks are not properly installed or maintained in and
around the crossing of S005 and allowing for sediment discharge to enter the stream and surrounding
wetland. Note that S005 and associated wetlands fall under special conditions in FWW Permit, Table
2.2-9 that has a timing restriction of July 1st to May 1st when construction activities can occur. (Table
5.3 of the FWW Permit October 2011 differs slightly regarding certain Trout waters June 16-March
14). See photos below.

Sediment laden water entering S005 from construction ROW
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Holes in perimeter fencing leaking sediment laden water into W015
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S005 and W015 – mud on timbers, stockpiled soils/spoil (upper right) appear to be in wetland,
sagging/ineffective perimeter fencing.
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Following the rain events on May 23rd and 28th, sediment was observed in Parker Brook, S006,
and associated wetland W020 at several locations along the perimeter silt fencing. Equipment, timber
bridge, and additional cribbing for concrete pipes appears to be restricting flow of S006 and flooding
wetlands where sediment laden water is accumulating and exiting through the stream channel below
the sediment barriers. E&S controls are inadequate and compost socks are ripped and filled with pine
needles. Sediment is exiting below the construction ROW into Parker Brook S006.

5-28-13. W020 – sediment from construction ROW entering adjacent wetland where perimeter
fencing has no hay bales or filter socks to reinforce BMP. Note cribbing for pipe in left hand corner
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The ROW at W021, accessed off of Ridge Road, has inadequate E&S controls that are allowing
sediment to enter the wetland. The crossing length of 410’ does not appear to be supported by
delineation in the field and controls marking the wetland boundary. Appendix C alignment sheets
has W022 and W021 connected entering W022 at 647+15 and exiting W021 at 652+34 or 519’
combined length. Green compost socks appear to be filled with pine needles instead of compost
material designated in the ECP. Hay bales are also not properly staked as per ECP Section 4.1.2.7.

Note gap in haybale and no staking/trenching in of haybales to secure them. Note
sediment/staining in wetland beyond perimeter
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Note caution tape and stockpiling of soils/topsoils/subsoil.
At the dewatering of the bore pits on Ridge Road in High Point State Park, NJ there were
sediment filter bags leaking and accumulating sediment off the ROW into the wooded area. There
were no signs for approved dewatering locations observed in this area. On the north side of the ROW
at marker 641 +00, an approved dewater location sign was recently installed (see picture below). This
location is just below several wetlands where the trenches filled up with water prior to the rain event
on May 22nd. This location appears to be discharging off the ROW into wetland W022A, which extends
past the ROW and boundaries of the silt fencing. ECP Section 4.1.4.1. states “Under no circumstances
will trench water or other forms of turbid water be directly discharged onto exposed soil or into any
water body or wetland…” Appendix C alignment sheets has the pipeline exiting W022A at 640+87 or
13’ before dewatering location. .
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Approved dewatering location signage adjacent and downhill of W022A. W022 is listed as “not
impacted” and W022A and W022B are not listed on the FWW permit Table 2.2-7 but are on alignment
sheets (page 33/45).
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W032 west of Ridge Road crossing is being disturbed by the boring construction. Instead of
leaving piles of spoils in an approved designated area on the side, the piles are being placed in the
wetland area, contributing to adding fill material to the wetlands. Silt fencing has been removed
allowing for construction equipment to actively work outside the trench area inside the wetland
boundaries . On May 22nd a worker was seen clearing mud from the tracks of his excavator, directly in
front of the wetland resource sign contributing to sediment in a wetland. It appears the bore trenches
extend into the wetland area with no E&S controls such as silt fencing around the wetland boundary.

W032 west of Ridge Road. Missing perimeter controls and stockpiled soils within wetland
boundary near boring activity.
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W029, adjacent to W032, has sediment within the wetland entering off of construction ROW.
Surface water was observed discharging into the unprotected W032.

W032 – missing/inadequate perimeter fencing
This report attempts to document just some of the issues DRN believes are contributing to
pollution or potential pollution along the pipeline ROW. There are locations where DRN is not able to
monitor and we have concerns that since our field work has indicated systematic problems with
proper implementation of BMPs, there is great need for follow up and inspections by NJ DEP to ensure
TGP is using the best practices possible while operating in these C1 waterways. We also have
concerns as most of the third party inspector reports available via FERC have not indicated these
issues and there may not be an adequate number of third party inspectors to ensure these issues are
being documented and fixed throughout the entire length of the construction ROW. DRN will
continue to monitor pipeline construction on a regular basis and is available to share additional
photographs of any of these conditions or areas noted in this correspondence. We look forward to
hearing from you about these issues and how TGP may better address them and we request to
accompany enforcement staff on any site visits pertaining to these matters.
Sincerely,
Joe Zenes
Environmental Scientist
Delaware Riverkeeper Network
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